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Stopping cuts to life-saving services
Building on two years of campaigning for
full funding of family violence services, this
year Fair Agenda members mobilised to
help prevent cuts to the life-saving work of
Community Legal Centres.
As part of a cross-sector partnership
Fair Agenda members built pressure on

Government MPs in their electorates, and
helped keep this issue in the headlines. We
worked with survivor advocates, domestic
violence experts and community lawyers to
help stop $34 million of cuts to this vital service
for women affected by family violence.

Protecting new parents’ time to care
Over the past two years Fair Agenda members
have helped block proposed cuts to paid
parental leave that would have hurt more than
79,000 families.
Together Fair Agenda members emailed,
called and meet with decision makers, helped
fund expert research and strategic election
campaigning, and drove news coverage that
stopped these cruel cuts from going ahead.
Fair Agenda showed that the planned cuts
would have financially punished women
who had negotiated better employment
arrangements - and taken more than $9,000
from nurses, teachers and paramedics.
Together we helped secure the key Senate
votes needed to block these cuts on four
separate occasions.

Defending a woman’s right to choose
In the lead up to a historic scheduled vote on
legislation to end the criminalisation of abortion
in Queensland, Fair Agenda members helped
generate huge public support for law reform.
Together we met with key undecided MPs,
delivered testimonies from women being
harmed by the current laws, made headlines
in The Courier Mail, flooded key undecided
MPs with constituent emails, amplified the
voices of medical experts in online and
newspaper adverts, and made sure every

single MP received Fair Agenda’s polling
showing that 76% of Queenslanders support
decriminalisation.
Although the scheduled vote was scuppered at
the last minute, the pressure that Fair Agenda
members built - in partnership with local groups
on the ground - helped to secure a commitment
to refer this issue to the Queensland Law
Reform Commission, and to introduce
legislation for a new vote in future.

Preventing sexual assault on campus
In response to the shockingly high rate
of sexual violence being perpetrated at
universities, Fair Agenda is campaigning to
increase the number of university residences
providing students and staff with training on
consent and sexual violence prevention.
In September 2016, Fair Agenda conducted a
ground-breaking survey of residence training
policies across the country, and created a
vital resource that was seen by thousands

of parents and students considering their
residence choices.
The survey showed that just 35 (of the 102
residences who completed the survey) planned
to involve experts from a sexual assault service
in the provision of their student training. Fair
Agenda is continuing to campaign around this
issue - to ensure more students and residence
staff are provided with best practice training in
this area.

Looking ahead
Fair Agenda is a community of over 37,000 Australians campaigning for
a fair and equal future for women.
In the past three years our community has been able to drive change on
the national scale.
But in Australia, and around the world, communities like ours are not
only having to fight hard to secure basic progress -- but also to defend
against increasingly bold attempts to drag us backwards.
With so much at stake, the work of communities like ours couldn’t be
more important.
Fair Agenda is only able to drive change with the support of our
members. There’s so much more that our community needs to do to
tackle gendered violence, fight for women’s economic equality and
protect reproductive rights.
But we need help to do it.
Fair Agenda is dedicated to being an independent and uncompromising
advocate on issues our members care about, which means we receive
no government funding.
Can you contribute to help make more change possible?
www.fairagenda.org/donate
For more information contact the Fair Agenda team info@fairagenda.org

